Strategies for using the National Death Index and the Social Security Administration for death ascertainment in large occupational cohort mortality studies.
This paper describes a multistage process to improve the completeness and time-/cost-effectiveness of ascertaining deaths in large employee cohorts. The process uses the vital status data service of the Social Security Administration (SSA) to identify people who can be confirmed as living, in order to reduce the number of records submitted for a National Death Index (NDI) search. The accuracy of SSA results is verified by submitting a sample of known-living and known-deceased people. For the NDI search results, an algorithm based on a discrete combination of matching variables is applied to distinguish NDI records as true, false, or questionable matches to reduce the number of death certificate requests to state offices. Subsequent decision making is based on manual reviews at various stages. In a cohort of over 200,000 employees, an SSA vital status search reduced the size of the NDI death record search by 85%. The algorithm sorted thousands of NDI records into 15 distinct strata and reduced the number of death certificate requests by 76%. The authors believe that the matching process is enhanced by obtaining paper copies of death certificates from the states, because death certificates often provide additional information and aid in determining true matches to company employees.